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risks in focus
EmploymEnt and
political instability
Malaysia’s booming economy and agile job market
are buoyed by its relative political stability. Provided
it remains liquid, continued growth can be expected

Sean mooney

Asia editor

IncreasIng
challenges

NOTE The risk bars indicate the world distribution of the particular risk, from the lowest-scoring
country to the highest. The lower the score, the lower the risk or exposure to the
particular indicator (a lower score is always positive).

W

elcome to StrategicRISK’s 2014
Malaysia Risk Report, which
examines the challenges facing
South-East Asia’s third-largest economy.
Since last year’s report, the country’s
national airline has suffered two major
extraordinary incidents, resulting in the
deaths of 537 people. The MH370 and
MH17 disasters have cast a shadow over
Malaysian society and business, causing
long-term damage to Malaysia’s psyche.
We spoke to local risk practitioners and
brokers, who saw the Malaysia Airlines
tragedies as highlighting the importance
of reputation and crisis management.
They further suggested these events had
come at a time of rising societal tensions
and anxiety about the strength of the
Malaysian economy. It will be interesting to
see how this so-called ‘tiger cub’ economy
fares in what seems to be an increasingly
challenging regional environment.
This report is produced with the
support of Zurich, and with the
assistance of the Pan-Asia Risk and
Insurance Management Association
(PARIMA). PARIMA’s aim is to strengthen
and enhance the risk culture in the region
through the creation of opportunities for
education and dialogue within the risk
management community. It is a mission
that sits comfortably with the aims of
our publication, and we will be working
with PARIMA members in the future to
bring you comprehensive coverage of
Asia-Pacific’s risk landscape.
Keep an eye out for future risk reports
on countries such as China, Japan, South
Korea, Taiwan and the Philippines – and
our pan-Asia risk report and interactive
webinar towards the end of the year.
2 www.strategic-risk-global.com/asia
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malaysia’s buoyant economy is reflected in a booming labour market. Favourable
fundamentals – employment regulations that are among the most flexible in the world,
salaries commensurate with productivity and a well-trained talent pool – are the
cornerstones of an agile job market, which – provided it remains sufficiently liquid – should
continue to lend support to the economy’s good growth prospects for the year ahead.

Country risk staCks
The Risk stacks chart shows
a histogram of the countries’
riskiness. Countries are ordered
by ascending ZRR Metric, with the
lowest on the left to the highest on
the right-hand side. Within one bin,
countries are ordered by ascending
ZRR Metric from bottom to top.
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Expropriation

Political stability has been a mainstay of the Malaysian economy’s rise to South-East
Asian powerhouse over the past decades. To this day, favourable political fundamentals
continue to lend support to a vibrant economy and underpin the country’s multi-ethnic
society. An exception to the rule, however, is the human rights record, which has come
under international scrutiny of late.
Source: Zurich Risk Room
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top risks
Scaling the obstacles

iStock

malaysia’s ambition to climb beyond its position as the third-largest economy
in south-East Asia faces challenges such as a skills shortage, brain drain,
short-termism and a failure to create a vital critical-thinking edge – as well as
ongoing threats such as cyber crime, natural catastrophes and racial tensions

M

alaysia is an interesting case study
for those interested in the development of Asian economies. With a
relatively small population – regionally speaking – of almost 30 million, the country
has grown to become the third-largest economy
in South-East Asia and is now firmly a ‘middleincome’ country, with a record of strong economic performance and poverty reduction.
Although rising inflation and fiscal tightening is slightly dampening domestic demand at
present, GDP growth continues to accelerate.
Furthermore, Malaysia’s ranking in the IMD
World Competitiveness Yearbook rose to 12 this
year, up from 15 in 2013; Singapore (3) and
Hong Kong (4) are the only Asian countries
with a higher ranking than Malaysia.
It is certainly a country on the road to growth
– but, as JLT Malaysia chief executive Michael
Leong cautions, it faces serious obstacles on the
way. “Malaysia aims to escape the second-world
chasm and join the league of high-income
nations by 2020, but the biggest deterrent to
this is the lack of skilled human capital,” he says.
“Many industries face an acute shortage of
the right talents as brain drain continues to flow
to neighbouring countries, such as Singapore,
Hong Kong and even China. A lack of opportunities, talent and skill development and noncompetitive remuneration packages are some of
the reasons contributing to the shortage.”
Leong adds there is growing demand for individuals with the required knowledge, skills and
capabilities to succeed in globalised sectors.
“Malaysia is one of the countries most affected
by brain drain – a major problem in terms of
delivering quality and specialised work through
the utilisation of the appropriate talent – but
also in terms of being unable to retain current
local talent or attract foreign talent.”
Head of business continuity and insurance at
telecoms company Maxis Communication
Bernard Lee agrees, adding that the lack of
skilled manpower is “owing to flip-flops in the
4 www.strategic-risk-global.com/asia

education system and short-term visions that
are marred by political demands”.
Pan-Asia Risk and Insurance Management
Association board member and vice-president
of enterprise risk management at Malaysian
media company Astro Overseas Ltd Patrick
Abdullah sees the attraction and retention of
skilled labour as the main challenges facing
Malaysia-based corporates.
“Being able to bring on board people with the
right competency and skill sets, with appropriate communication skills, are important drivers
to ensure that organisations can grow effectively
and meet mid- to long-term objectives,” he says.
“Organisations that are not able to assess and
bring in the right calibre of personnel will eventually compromise their competitive edge.”
Compensation and benefits (C&B) play an
important part in attracting and retaining
talent, adds Abdullah. “If C&B are inappropriately managed and/or people in the organisation are not appropriately recognised for their
contributions, it will lead to a drain of competent resources, ultimately affecting productivity,” he explains. “This may result in an
organisation’s objectives not being met.”
Innovation needed
Marsh Malaysia chief executive CB Lim believes
many companies in Malaysia are not investing
aggressively enough in health management programmes. “Employers in Malaysia have yet to
draw a meaningful parallel between employee
health benefits and the overall operating costs,”
he says. “The mindset shift for change has
reached a critical juncture, as the need to create
greater value from existing benefits to attract
and retain talent and to simultaneously control
cost is now critical.”
Of course, companies that lack adequate
talent face difficulties in innovating and a resultant threat of stagnation. Lee says this is compounded by the fact that Malaysia’s education
system “is not churning out critical thinkers”.

Hafsah Zainudin, senior manager, group risk
management, Chemical Company of Malaysia,
highlights corporations need to act quickly and
innovatively to seize opportunities from risks
within a fast-changing regional business terrain.
“As we adapt to technological changes, we
assure ourselves of being relevant in a dynamic
environment,” she says.
“While adapting and playing catch-up may
mean taking the same risks as the rest of the
market, disruptive technologies are changing
the paradigm of social and technical innovations. It’s about our tolerance for taking risks
that address real problems. Taking strategic
investment risks that deeply reflect problems
and opportunities to identify new approaches
could ‘move the needle’ significantly for companies.” Zainudin identifies areas like “the green
revolution, public health and climate change”
in which innovative thinking will be required.
Companies face the risk of being irrelevant if
they stick to current business models, products
and services suggests Nuranisah Anis, head of
group risk management at infrastructure and
utility firm Kumpulan Perangsang Selangor.
“They need to produce more efficient, up-todate products to suit changing technologies and
lifestyles,” she says.
Abdullah points out that the market is always
on the lookout for more efficient, user-friendly
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Leong points out that some high-profile companies have fallen victim to subtle hacking techniques in recent times, losing millions of personal and password records. “The corporates’
attentions have been drawn to security incidents and data breaches while complying with
the Personal Data Protection Act 2010, which
came into effect November 2013,” he says.
He cites the threat posed by cyber attacks to
business interruption as a major risk in
Malaysia. “The ability and readiness to recover
business operations in the shortest time possible from the impact of catastrophic incidents
may be missing from many businesses,” he says.

and appealing products and services. “If organisations are slow to innovate and introduce new/
updated products and services, they will lose
their competitive edge, ultimately affecting
long-term objectives,” he says.
Cyber vulnerabilities
Perhaps ironically, new technology lies at the
heart of the cyber threats and vulnerabilities
that CB Lim cites as major risks for Malaysian
corporates. “This area continues to rank high on
everyone’s list, as the interdependency between
supply chains, technology and revenue continues to increase,” he says. “Companies are realising the risks of cyber attacks extend beyond just
privacy breaches to the revenue and reputation
implications associated with a disruption.”
Founder and chief executive of strategic
intelligence, risk and security management
firm KCS Group Stuart Poole-Robb says cybersecurity in Malaysia has been “a tent-pole
issue” for several years. “Not only because a
mass hack against 51 government websites in
a protest over censorship occurred in 2011,
but also because it is now on the rise,” he says.
“The chief executive of CyberSecurity
Malaysia, Amirudin Abdul Wahab, stated last
year he expected instances to continue increasing – and that Malaysia was the sixth most vulnerable state in the world to cyber crime.”

‘Companies are realising
that the risks of cyber
attacks extend beyond
just privacy breaches
to the revenue and
reputation implications
associated with
a disruption’
CB Lim, Marsh

Poole-Robb believes Malaysia is currently
falling short of the standards of cyber security
expected, given the capabilities and nature of
the threat the country faces.
“Urgent and immediate action must be
taken to ensure national security against
online fraudsters and criminals and that the
veritable armies of state-sponsored hackers
across the border in China are not met with
success should they turn their attention to the
peninsula,” he says.
Maarof bin Omar, head of Willis Malaysia,
says some of the greatest threats to Malaysiabased firms are likely to arise from managing
data and cyber crime. “Also, it can be anticipated that third-party fraud via the internet is
also likely to be on an increasing trend,” he says.

Future risks
Malaysian Association of Risk and Insurance
Management chairman and vice-president of
group business assurance at Telekom Malaysia
Mohamad Bin Mohd Zain says companies
operating in the country must be mindful of
such issues as erratic climatic change risk, the
erosion of racial harmony across Malaysian
society and even cross-border pandemic.
For Anuar Abdul Shukur, general manager
of energy provider Tenaga Nasional’s risk
department, lack of growth owing to saturated
domestic businesses and the uncertainty
caused by political interference in regulatory
concerns are issues to borne in mind.
Lee agrees the political scene might be a
worry: “As we mature towards a two-party
system, political uncertainties will prevail.”
For Abdullah, service availability is key.
“Malaysia is slowly but surely becoming a
service-oriented country. It is important that
the service industry’s levels of service availability are maintained above industry norms.
Any factors that impede enterprises from
meeting and/or exceeding these norms will
compromise how business is carried out,
affecting reputation and ultimately the
bottom line,” he explains.
Leong lists new risks he believes are likely to
emerge as: mismanaged urbanisation (leading
to environmental damage and pollution, resource scarcity and price volatility, and utility
failure and water-supply disruption); corruption (incorporating governance failure, policy
distortion and lack of competition); increasing competition and competitor innovation;
adverse movement in foreign exchange rate;
and product contamination in supply chains.
Leong predicts the growth pressures the
region is currently experiencing will affect the
risk landscape as they result in large-scale
changes in the coming years. “These can be seen
as an opportunity or a threat,” he adds. SR
www.strategic-risk-global.com/asia 5
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Black swan crises
To fly or not to fly? That may
increasingly be the question
The tragedies of Flights mH370 and mH17 have adversely affected malaysian Airlines’ reputation as well as the
country’s tourism industry and GDP. These events highlight the need for better crisis management planning
Crash site of Malaysia
Airlines MH17 in Ukraine,
23 July 2014

ZUMA/REX

W

hat a difference a year can make.
When the first StrategicRISK
Malaysia Risk Report was published in 2013, no one could
have imagined that Malaysia Airlines would
suffer two major disasters four months apart,
resulting in the deaths of 537 people.
The disappearance of flight MH370 on 8
March 2014, in which 239 people went missing and are presumed dead, was still lingering
in public consciousness when a missile apparently shot down flight MH17 over war-torn
Eastern Ukraine on 17 July, killing 298 people.
Whether the airline can be held responsible
for these tragedies is unclear, but the brand’s
public image has suffered considerably,
compounding existing financial difficulties.
Chief executive of JLT Malaysia Michael
Leong believes that the twin tragedies have
6 www.strategic-risk-global.com/asia

prompted Malaysia-based corporations to
“think harder about their preparedness in
responding to emergencies and managing crises
should they arise”.
“While minimising the impact of such a crisis
is top priority, the irreparable damage to a corporate’s brand reputation would be far greater
than one can imagine,” he says.
Indeed, Malaysia Airlines faces the long-term
task of rebuilding the brand from the ground
up, with the government’s strategic investment
arm and the airline’s majority stakeholder,
Khazanah Nasional – which owns almost 70%
of the carrier – moving to purchase all remaining shares. De-listing from the Malaysian stock
exchange and a complete review and restructure
of the debt-ridden airline are the next steps.
International aviation consultancy AvLaw
vice-president Amin Hamzavian says internal

restructuring of the airline was inevitable. “Such
technical and operational considerations must
subsequently translate to commercial gains,
which will happen only if the Malaysia Airlines
brand can once again be trusted by the travelling public – so at some point, it essentially
becomes a PR exercise,” he says.
Just as rebuilding has been the subject of
much discussion within the region’s risk-management community, so has the importance of
airlines ensuring they monitor and assess risks
on a daily basis, especially when deciding
whether to fly over conflict zones.
As chairman of the Malaysian Association of
Risk and Insurance Management Society
Mohamad Bin Mohd Zain said after the MH17
incident: “From a risk-control perspective, the
carrier and the Malaysian government may
want to review flying over airspace within an
armed-conflict area, which may increase
operation costs owing to a longer route.”
Mohd Zain, also vice-president of group
business assurance at Telekom Malaysia, says
the fact MH17 was shot down made it quite
different to the disappearance of Malaysia
Airlines flight MH370. “From a risk management perspective, the latest incident will
dent the good track record Malaysia Airlines
has regarding incidents involving its fleet of
airplanes,” he says.
“As a passenger, I will always look at carrier
safety track records before deciding to board a
plane. In this case, the likelihood of a Malaysia
Airlines airplane going down has shifted from
‘rare’ to ‘possible’”.
Speaking anonymously, a Singapore-based
aviation risk expert questions whether Flight
MH17 tragedy was “an incident of bad luck or
poor risk management by planning a flight path
over a known hostile ‘hot’ territory”.
As senior manager of group risk management at the Chemical Company of Malaysia
Hafsah Zainudin puts it: “Why fly over a war
zone when war risks are obvious? Answer:
because it could”.
She asks: “Can this failure be accepted
as misjudgement of one airline about what
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it perceives as a hot area? Or was it the
failure of the international airline
regulatory model?
“In light of this disaster, do we question
the effectiveness of international regulations when they could not prevent the
loss of 298 international passengers’ lives
over known high-risk flying zones? Why
are protocols for flying over or near war
zones left to interpretation rather than
strictly regulated?”
Wider implications
Beyond personal safety issues, many are
widening their scope of analysis to take
in the domestic political (and therefore
business) implications of the Malaysia
Airlines incidents. Malaysian culture
can often be disapproving of negative
comments made about senior corporate
or government figures (often one in the
same) or the weaknesses of a company’s
systems and procedures.
Some Malaysia-based risk professionals have suggested the MH370 and MH17
tragedies have come on top of societal
tensions and increasing anxiety about the
strength of the Malaysian economy.

‘Why fly over a war
zone when the risks
are obvious? Answer:
because it could’
Hafsah Zalnudin, Chemical
Company of Malaysia

Zalina Jaflus, senior manager in the
risk management division of Malaysia
Airports, says the MH370 and MH17
incidents will “definitely affect the
Malaysian economy”. “The direct impact
is the decline in tourism and the impact it
has on Malaysia Airlines,” she adds.
“Being a national carrier, the government
will be involved to revive the company.”
Furthermore, as JLT Malaysia’s Leong
says, the disasters have affected tourism.
He says: “2014 is ‘Visit Malaysia Year’ and
we are targeting a huge growth, both in
terms of traffic and spending.”
“Tourism is one of the major contributors to Malaysia’s gross national income,
foreign exchange and employment.
Although it is not significant enough to
derail our GDP growth target of 4.5%-

5%, the impact will still be felt.”
Bernard Lee, head of business continuity and insurance at telecoms company
Maxis Communication, is less concerned
about tourist numbers. “There have been
fewer Chinese tourists, but it’s only a
short-term impact. Once the dust settles,
they will be back. Of more importance
is managing public perception and
pre-planning for crisis handling.”
Indeed, after the disappearance of
Flight MH370, many were questioning
the way the airline dealt with the crisis.
A Singapore-based aviation risk expert
who spoke to StrategicRISK anonymously
at the time said: “The leaders at the helm
managing the crisis and facing the media
are not properly media-trained. Was
there a crisis communications plan and
did the leaders stick to it?”
The risk expert felt the episode highlighted the importance of effective crisis
communications: “It was obvious there is
little command, control and co-ordination in the way information is released to
the media, affected families and the
public. The first few contradictory messages came when the authorities were
under duress to say something; from
then on, trust was impaired and almost
everything said came under scrutiny.”
Leong says the MH370 and MH17 disasters will serve to “alert corporations in
the region on the importance of having a
monitored and annually reviewed risk
management plan in place”.
“The importance of business continuity management should not be taken
lightly,” he says. “Although risk management tends to be pre-emptive, business
continuity planning will deal with the
consequences of realised residual risks.”
Patrick Abdullah, Pan-Asia Risk and
Insurance Management Association
board member and vice-president of
enterprise risk management at Malaysian
media company Astro Overseas Ltd, adds
that the sorry saga has “forced large
enterprises to relook at how robust they
are in their recovery processes and to take
nothing for granted”.
“It has also forced senior management
to prepare to address the media during
crises,” he adds. “However, non-listed
companies, also small- and medium-sized
businesses in Malaysia, still have a lot of
work to do in this area. Many still have the
attitude, ‘it will not happen to me’”. SR

Manager for professional lines,
Zurich Asia

DATA BREACH COMPLEXITIES
REQUIRE A WIDER VIEW OF RISK
Businesses face multiple threats, not only in protecting
personal identifiable information, but also in safeguarding their proprietary information and the
information exchanged with business partners that
is protected by non-disclosure agreements. Increased
incidents of data breaches, matched by toughening
regulatory scrutiny, means a wider view of risk is
needed to ensure the right cover is in place to protect
against unavoidable data breach incidents.
That said, not every company purchases cyber
insurance. In fact, according to a 2014 survey published
by Advisen and co-sponsored by Zurich, only 30% of
respondents claim to purchase cyber liability insurance.
When it comes to purchasing insurance, traditional
property and casualty cover may be insufficient against
the tide of legislation and organised cyber criminal
activity. For example, commercial general liability and
professional liability may not be sufficient to cover
certain elements of financial loss caused by data
breaches and privacy issues. Commercial general
liability does not include first-party expense coverage,
and could feature exclusions around data breach and
privacy liability. At a local level, wording may vary, so
having local attorneys familiar with the regulatory
environment is a consideration for many organisations.
Dedicated security and privacy liability programmes
typically contain a number of tailored coverage grants
that address the first- and third-party expenses
associated with data breaches and other general privacy
issues. First-party cover usually includes costs to: notify
affected third parties; conduct a forensics investigation;
provide credit monitoring and other fraud remediation
services; hire a public relations firm to offset damage
to reputation; hire an attorney to advise on the proper
response; cover the loss of revenue resulting from a
cyber event and replace digital assets; and address a
credible cyber extortion threat.
Third-party liability cover can protect against
regulatory defence costs, fines and penalties (in some
jurisdictions), business or consumer claims, defence
and indemnity expenses, and internet media liability.
From a risk management standpoint, the point has
been reached where businesses accept there is no
foolproof way to avoid all types of data breaches but
need help mitigating risk and covering the financial
cost of failures. Companies also recognise that
general privacy practices are now being questioned
by regulators and consumers, so it is of the utmost
importance they find effective ways to comply with
the multitude of privacy laws and regulations that
affect their business.
www.strategic-risk-global.com/asia 7
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Regulatory risks

A double-edged sword
Regulation in Malaysia creates opportunities and problems, according to leading risk managers.
The trick is to stay abreast of regulations and strike the right balance between inclusion and stability

A

s far as chairman of the Malaysian
Association of Risk and Insurance
Management (MARIM) Mohamad
Bin Mohd Zain is concerned, regulatory risk in Malaysia is a “double-edged sword”.
“Regulation can be an opportunity, but it is
also a wider monster, as it can also open up barriers to entry,” he explains. “It can provide an
opportunity for us to move, improve and innovate, but it must be done on the right footing.”
Zain, who is also vice-president of group
business assurance at Telekom Malaysia,
understands how time-consuming compliance
and governance can be for risk managers. “We
must keep our knowledge base up to date with
the latest regulatory changes, which is difficult
when we have so many to comply with – up to
40 at any one time in Malaysia – and this is
without all the ones affecting on our operations outside the country.” But he also has a
solution: “The best thing risk managers can do
is to engage more with the regulators”.
Faisha Shahriman of Malaysia Airports
Holdings’ risk management division says regulatory risk is one of the most challenging for
Malaysian risk professionals to deal with.
“Unfavourable regulatory change has a significant effect on large corporates in Malaysia by
increasing operating costs,” he says.
“New structures of fees and/or charges have
to be introduced, and this has a negative effect
on customers, clients and/or stakeholders.”
Senior manager of group risk management
at the Chemical Company of Malaysia Hafsah
Zainudin agrees, adding that the volume of
regulatory change in Malaysia can tie up management resources and curb productivity and
growth. “Constant regulatory changes may
cause operational disruption as valuable
resources are channelled to compliance issues,”
she explains. “Compliance for the sake of complying does not necessarily mean improved
standards or competencies.”
However, she concedes: “The positive
expectations for compliance to engage managers’ holistic introspection of the company’s
8 www.strategic-risk-global.com/asia

‘The best thing risk
managers can do
is engage more with
the regulators’
Mohamad Bin Mohd Zain, MARIM

knowledge, experience and capabilities and to
promote a self-regulatory culture for risk
improvement is undeniable.”
Board engagement is key to dealing with regulatory pressures, according to vice-president

of enterprise risk management at Malaysian
media company Astro Overseas Ltd Patrick
Abdullah. “Corporate governance is slowly
taking effect in Malaysia, with listed entities
leading the way,” he says.
“However, traction in this area is slow, as
many entities are still entrepreneurial-driven.
Boards still consist of many individuals who do
not have a full appreciation of corporate governance requirements and how these should
be applied effectively.”
Excellence in corporate governance practices
can be instilled only by establishing “an effective, independent board with a full appreciation

Tip-offs on the trade-offs
From the World Development Report 2014,
Risk and Opportunity – Managing Risk for
Development:
l “For the financial system to support
risk management, it is essential to strike
the right balance between inclusion and
stability. This balance can be assessed
only through comprehensive long-run
planning, such as that being done in
Malaysia, where the strategy for the
financial sector is prepared by the central
bank in collaboration with the Ministry of
Finance and the private sector.”
l “A financial policy committee may
provide a means for a country to better
take trade-offs and synergies in the
financial sector into account and improve
policy co-ordination. In Malaysia, the
central bank takes the lead in engaging
major stakeholders in financial sector
policy, including the Ministry of Finance
and private sector experts. The goal of

this engagement is to prepare a national
financial sector strategy for Malaysia that
takes into account the trade-offs between
promoting financial inclusion and
development, and managing systemic
risk in the financial sector.”
l “States with more flexible labour
regulations and lower costs of compliance
tend to have greater labour mobility and
higher productivity and employment in
the formal manufacturing sector. Malaysia
does not limit the duration of fixed-term
contracts, prohibit night and weekend
work or require government permission
to fire redundant workers. Labour
regulations protect the interests of
workers, but are generally not too
burdensome for employers, and thus do
not discourage them from hiring formal
workers. The level of informality,
estimated at about 35% of total
employment, is low relative to other
developing countries.”
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of the business and the risks
relating to it”, says Abdullah.
He adds: “Boards in Asia are
easily influenced by controlling
shareholders, resulting in corporate governance requirements
being largely a paper exercise. In
such circumstances, there is a
higher possibility of abuse by controlling shareholders to enrich
themselves through illegitimate
transactions and activities.”
Abdullah, who is himself a
board member at the Pan-Asia
Risk and Insurance Management
Association, believes boards in
Malaysia need to evolve and “be
guided by independent auditors
and eventually appoint members
who are familiar with such
requirements”. “In the future,
having risk and compliance practitioners on boards may help further embed corporate governance principles and practices in
organisations,” he says.

‘Compliance
standards
among local and
international
companies
differ, creating
an uneven
playing field’
Maarof bin Omar,
Willis

Principal officer and chief executive at JLT Malaysia Michael
Leong agrees regulatory change
can create “better board engagement and impetus to embed a
strong risk management culture
in the organisation”. But it also
has the potential to increase the
operational costs of a business,
reduce attractiveness of investments and negatively affect the
competitive landscape.
In terms of the Malaysian experience, Leong points out that liberalisation of the insurance industry is high on the agenda for Bank
Negara Malaysia (BNM), as is

consumer protection. “BNM
has introduced a concept paper
aiming to enhance consumer protection to prepare the industry for
future liberalisation,” he explains.
“The initiatives are about promoting innovation and competitiveness among the insurance
and takaful players, as well as the
diversification of distribution
channels currently dominated
by agency forces.”
Willis Malaysia chief executive
Maarof bin Omar says the biggest regulatory changes have
been the introduction of the
Financial Services Act 2013
(FSA), Islamic Financial Services
Act 2013, as well as the Personal
Data Protection Act 2010 that
came into force in November
2013 to protect the personal
data of individuals with respect
to commercial transactions.
“By virtue of the FSA, regulators have much wider powers
in regulating,” Omar says.
“However, we see fierce competition from Labuan-based entities
that do not face an equally
challenging
environment.
Compliance standards among
local insurers and international
companies differ, which creates
an uneven playing field.”
Transparency is a persistent
issue in Malaysia’s regulatory
landscape, says Anuar Abdul
Shukur, general manager of
energy provider Tenaga Nasional’s
risk department. “There is, generally, a marked improvement in
governance in the country led by
the government. Yet, there have
been times where decisions were
made without full transparency,
such as the awarding of a new
power-plant project.”
For Zalina Jaflus, senior manager of the risk management
division of Malaysia Airports,
the main challenge lies in corporate attitudes to corporate governance. “For those that comply,
the risk is that it is only a tick in
the box instead of truly embracing and embedding it as part of
culture,” she says. SR

Manager for professional lines,
Zurich Asia

USE EXPERTS TO REFINE INFORMATION
TECHNOLOGY AND PRIVACY RISK
MANAGEMENT PRACTICES
Although larger companies may already have resources in place,
businesses of all sizes can benefit from rapid access to a network of
specialist service providers when a potentially damaging information
security or privacy incident occurs. Forensics experts can identify what
went wrong and report on how problems can be avoided in the future;
public relations specialists can manage bad news. There is real value
to businesses if their insurer provides access to these types of service
providers at pre-negotiated rates.
An organisation’s approach to risk management should focus on
people, process and technology. Underwriters look for a commitment
to:

•

Establish accountability at a senior executive level and promote
a culture of information security awareness. You can underwrite
human behaviour only to a certain extent, but you should not use
your insurance policy as a back-up for poor security processes.

•

Implement processes and procedures, such as security for physical
records, restrictions on using mobile media and personal devices in
the workplace.

•

Ensure cross-functional, enterprise-level understanding of the risks
so that technology, human resources and marketing departments
collaborate, share and co-ordinate activities.

•

Ensure third-party providers, such as outsource partners that
handle sensitive information, meet your data security protocols.

•

Ensure you understand where data resides in cloud computing
and how local and overseas legislation affects cross-border
data transfers.

•

Establish a function to ensure compliance with applicable privacy
laws, regulations and directives that might affect the organisation.

Although all risks cannot be eliminated, it is possible to keep pace
with changes in the severity of attacks and the implementation of
new legislation. More claims are being made at a carrier level that are
not necessarily for data breaches, but third-party claims for breach of
privacy, such as websites that collect personal data and upload cookies
to people’s computers.
In the future, companies are likely to take an approach of ‘privacy
by design’ when they release new products and services to ensure they
comply with legal and regulatory requirements of specific jurisdictions
around the personal data they can gather, store, disclose or share.
It is important to keep in mind that as the legislative environment
around privacy and cyber threats to businesses continues to evolve, so
do insurance programmes offered by commercial carriers. Emphasis
should first be placed on the organisation’s proactive information
security and privacy risk management practices, although risk transfer
can also play a key role in that strategy.
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risk management
Invest now in talent for the future
For businesses to flourish in Malaysia, risk professionals advocate acquiring qualified, licensed ERM talent

M

any Malaysian businesses equate
risk management to a spare tyre,
according to Bernard Lee, head of
business continuity and insurance at telecoms
company Maxis Communication. “Only
when there is a puncture do they realise it is
needed,” he says.
This is a common complaint of risk professionals in Malaysia, together with the belief
that, as Lee puts it, “crisis drives risk management in many companies, as if these are not
managed well, they become disasters”.
Lee explains: “To get the board to sit up
and take notice, a problem needs to happen
– although some companies are starting
to become more proactive; for example,
through the way in which they deal with
social media”.
Faisha Shahriman of Malaysia Airports
Holdings’ risk-management division believes

the general level of engagement by boards of
Malaysian organisations has increased primarily owing to the implementation of the revised
Malaysian Code of Corporate Governance
2012 and ISO 31000. “In addition, the
Statement on Internal Control – Guidance for
Directors of Public Listed Companies was introduced to further assist the board in making disclosures concerning risk management in the
internal controls of the company, hence requiring commitment and engagement by the board
related to risk management,” he says.
Mohamad Bin Mohd Zain, chairman of the
Malaysian Association of Risk and Insurance
Management (MARIM), agrees corporate governance is now part of the boardroom agenda
for all publicly listed companies. “Most companies will either have their own board risk committee or run risk management as part of the
board audit committee,” he says.

Senior manager of the risk management
division of Malaysia Airports Zalina Jaflus agrees
most directors are more aware of their responsibilities with regards to risk management, especially after Bursa Malaysia Securities issued the
Statement on Risk Management and Internal
Control – Guidelines for Directors of Public
Listed Issuers. “This greatly assists in propelling
the importance of risk management practices
throughout the organisation,” she says.
Patrick Abdullah, Pan-Asia Risk and Insurance
Management Association board member and
vice-president of enterprise risk management at
Malaysian media company Astro Overseas Ltd,
argues that having a board that understands
and can act effectively on risk management is a
powerful formula for success.
“Boards should also be constituted appropriately, with knowledgeable members who have
the right expertise for risk management to enable

INSURANCE: Not the only tool in the box
Zalina Jaflus, Malaysia Airports’ senior risk
manager, says the Malaysian insurance market
is becoming “more open, with the regulators
being more relaxed and sensitive to clients’
or insurance buyers’ needs”. She adds: “The
approvals granted for forming captives are
evidence of a maturing market.”
With the opening of insurance markets
and increased capitalisation requirements,
tendencies towards mergers and acquisitions
in Malaysia are becoming increasingly
apparent, according to Maarof Omar, head of
Willis Malaysia. “More and more local insurers
are being sold to foreign players, who see
this as a growing market,” he says. “The
insurance brokers may also be heading in
this direction.”
There is still a significant reliance on
reinsurance for major risks such as oil and
gas, aviation and hull, adds Omar, as well as
specialised risk such as financial lines. The
current regulatory framework is designed
to capitalise on the local capacity to limit
reliance on overseas reinsurance, bearing
in mind the difficulty in recovering when
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overseas markets fail, as has been the
experience in the past, he explains.
Omar says: “The regulators have
introduced risk-management frameworks
such as risk-bearing capacity to minimise
reliance on overseas markets. This is with
a view to having a more standardised
approach, as well as to having a stronger riskawareness culture among local insurers when
placing reinsurance.” This, in turn, will lead to
a more stable local insurance industry, or so
the theory goes.
He adds: “There is a need to reposition
insurance as a career of choice. In Malaysia
currently, it remains a poor cousin of financial
institutions such as banking and consultancy.
Retention strategies should also be created
to attract the right talent into the industry.”
Principal officer and chief executive of JLT
Malaysia Michael Leong predicts a further rate
erosions and stiffer competition in Malaysia’s
insurance marketplace “The market continues
to soften, and there are no signs of rates
hardening even in specialised risks,” he says.
“It is a great time for consumers who are

looking for rock-bottom prices.
“Notwithstanding that, we should see
rates increase in the aviation market with
the recent air disasters and large claims
arising therefrom.”
Questions remain about the market’s
ability to deal with intangible risks such
as cyber security. Says Bernard Lee, head
of business continuity and insurance at
telecoms company Maxis Communication:
“We do have concerns about intellectual
property – certainly in terms of new
technology and manufacturing. We are
looking at intellectual property protection
from insurers; if more were providing this
type of cover, it would be easier for us to get.”
MARIM chairman Mohamad Bin Mohd Zain
says the Malaysia insurance market is still
heavy on pure risk rather than speculative
risk, but “most innovation is on the
speculative side”.
He adds: “Insurance is only one solution
to the many facets of risk and we cannot
see insurance as the only tool with which to
manage risk.”
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the process to gain strong traction,” he advises.
“Boards also need to instil these values and influence senior management that tying risk management requirements and corporate governance to
performance and rewards is important.”
Principal officer and chief executive of JLT
Malaysia Michael Leong says that although he
sees a strengthening of risk management on
the back of stronger engagement from the
boards of Malaysian organisations, some firms
still perceive risk management as being relevant only to big major corporates.
“Every business needs risk management;
they must not leave everything to chance and
think bad things will not happen,” he says.
“Firms need to be proactive in reviewing all the
risks affecting their business mechanisms and
be prudent in managing the risks.”
Leong adds that education is central to
developing future risk professionals. “Training
provides continuous learning and industry
updates, and helps in the role-switching from
insurance manager to risk manager.”
Jaflus takes it a step further, suggesting that
risk managers should be required to have
licences, “so that eventually only licensed risk
managers are authorised to head the ERM
divisions or be called chief risk officers”.
Most wanted: ERM talent
Zain, who in addition to his MARIM responsibilities is also vice-president of group business
assurance at Telekom Malaysia, says there is a
shortage of people in Malaysia with the appropriate skill set to be truly effective risk managers. “There are still big gaps in risk management education – hence a great opportunity for
trainers in this area,” he adds.
The next significant step is to attract a new
generation of people from a diverse range of
backgrounds, with the talent and skills to develop
a robust, technologically savvy and businessrelevant risk culture for the future, he says.
“Indeed, risk management faces a serious challenge: talent. Do we have enough, and where will
the next generation come from? We can all
debate standards and training, but if we can’t
attract young people, that will be a sterile debate.”
Because there is a critical shortage of people
who can manage new business risk, retention of
risk managers with five to 10 years’ experience
will become a problem for many companies as
other firms begin to establish their own risk
management units, Zain predicts.
“Rather than building the expertise inhouse, buying over staff from other companies
will continue because of the limited supply of
qualified ERM practitioners,” he adds.
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Lee rates ERM maturity in Malaysia as “moderate to good”, especially among listed companies. Marsh Malaysia chief executive CB Lim
agrees, adding that shareholder value is the main
driver for ERM adoption. “The mid-market
sector is beginning to look at ERM more frequently, as it understands the benefits of taking a
holistic risk-management approach, such as volatility reduction, which is especially important
for companies with smaller balance sheets.”
Malaysia Airports’ Shahriman believes
ERM processes are well-defined across most
large Malaysian corporates, with “continuous
efforts between companies in Malaysia to
embed the ERM culture by way of benchmarking visits between companies, forums, seminars, conference and training” – which is where
you’ll find a feeling of relative optimism for the
future of risk management in Malaysia.
As Lee says: “I see risk management standards and practices becoming more ingrained
within organisations to help management to
better handle new challenges. Risk management is going to play a more crucial advisory
role within the corporate structure.” SR

‘There are still
big gaps in risk
management
education
– hence a great
opportunity
for trainers’
Mohamad Bin Mohd Zain,
MARIM and Telekom
Malaysia
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